
Pgl Saturday Opener Hearing Testimony 

I want to thank Chairman Gillespie and Kortz, Representative Cook and all 
committee members for this opportunity to testify. Tonight, I am here 
representing the vast number of hunters, camp owners and businesses that 
remain opposed to the Saturday deer opener and have suffered adverse impacts 
as a result of this change. The Pennsylvania Game Commission's decision to move 
the opening day from Monday to the first Saturday after Thanksgiving was ill 
conceived, unsubstantiated, damaged the sport and tradition, produced direct 
and indirect economic harm to the multitude of businesses that depend on that 
revenue generated by hunters. Furthermore, contrary to claims by the Game 
Commission, the Saturday opener did not increase hunting license sales for 
targeted groups in any magnitude remotely comparable to the detriments it 
caused, and I will provide evidence to that effect. 

I am a 60-year old Pa. lifelong resident hunter, I served as president of The 
Unified Sportsmen of Pennsylvania, a statewide sportsman's organization, a 
current member of three local sportsman's clubs, as well as a former member of 
Governor Corbett's Advisory Council for Hunting Fishing and Conservation. 
Changing the over half century structure of this weekend was a non-issue, 
hunters never sought a change to the opening day and the idea never surfaced 
until one PGC commissioner, Jim Daley floated this idea in late 2018. Since his 
initial support, Mr.Daley upon learning the entirety of benefits connected to the 
Monday opener, as well as hunter opposition, he reversed his position. He later 
resigned from the board when other board members would not recognize the 
unanimous opposition data presented to the board. He stated hurting one group 
to benefit another is never a good idea. He was completely correct, and today he 
is outspoken to go back to the Monday opener. 

Commissioner discussion ensued at the December 2018 working group meeting 
which displayed a lack of not only understanding about certain segments of Pa. 
hunters, but also a flagrant disregard and irrelevancy for our core of aging 
hunters. When the PGC 2017 statewide hunter survey results revealed a 65% 
hunter opposition to changing the Monday opener, these results were pointedly 
dismissed by the board, and I quote "This is just the old guys". Not just an age 
discriminatory remark, but troubling knowing the median age of our hunters in 
Pennsylvania today is near 52 years old! As a Pa. hunting license buyer for 48 
consecutive years, I personally did not appreciate my opinion being rudely 
dismissed. A disdain for 
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camp owners and hunters then emerged. A vivid lack of understanding about this 
large segment of Pa. hunters was revealed with comments like, 11come on give me 
a break, what does it take to open a camp, unlock the door and turn on the lights" 
Commissioner Foradora stated "Hunters just want to get to camps Saturday to sit 
around and party" The needs and traditions of camp hunters were totally 
misrepresented. The drinking comment was beyond the pale, and insulted every 
serious hunter. Hunters have fought that stereotype for decades. It is bad enough 
we endure these types of insults from non-hunters, hearing them from agency 
board members is a true slap in the face. My mentioning these circumstances are 
not from malicious intent, but to reveal to legislators how badly the Saturday 
opener decision process was handled. I can forward the link to this meeting to any 
legislator that cares to see this troubling board discussion. 

The January 2019 quarterly commissioners meeting followed. The board 
voted unanimously 8-0 to change the most popular opening day season 
structure of the most hunted Pennsylvania game animal, the whitetaii deer. 
Deer hunting influences 90% of Pa. hunting license sales. Hunting drives well 
over a hundred million dollars in state and local tax revenue, in contributes to 
tens of thousands of jobs, and provided revenue for thousands of Pennsylvania 
businesses. You would think a state agency would have done a regulatory 
impact analysis on a change effecting so much and so many. The balance of my 
testimony identifies the results from this haphazard decision making. 

The next formal meeting of the PGC board of commissioners was in March 2019. 
Two staff members Dr. Coren Jagnow Human Dimensions Specialist and Derek 
Stoner Hunting Outreach Specialist presented survey science data to the board 
boasting a 95% confidence level. Categories like returning lapsed hunters with a 
Saturday opener, identifying the primary reason for hunters lapsing, and college 
aged student preferences, were the topics researched. These board 
assumptions were deemed unlikely, to completely refuted from these staff 
specialists. 

Hunter opposition rolled in, approximately 1300 hunters contacted the agency, 
81% opposed changing the opening day. 

Seeing the hunter opinion and staff data ignored by the board, which are several 
of the guidelines commissioners are remanded to fo llow by their policy manual, 
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and experiencing contacts with hundreds of hunters strongly aligned in 
opposition, I moved forward collecting data. A very telling vote was taken at a 
meeting being held about CWD at The East Freedom Firehall near Altoona March 
gth 2019. Having approximately 280 hunters in attendance, the question was 
asked. "How 
many here do not want to see the opening day of deer season changed?" 
Committee members, please reference the photo marked with the number 1. 
Photo number 2 was of the inverse of that question asking who wanted the 
Saturday opener, a picture is worth a thousand words! As you see opposition was 
nearly unanimous. Sportsmen opposition now was more than faceless PGC staff 
hunter surveys. 

Unlike the PGC BOC, I Understood how the Saturday opener would affect 
thousands of small businesses in the northern half of our state. I contacted 
sporting goods stores that sold hunting licenses and related goods. Legislators, I 
sent the results of this small but telling survey to your offices and to the PGC 
commissioners. Several of these business owners also claimed neighboring 
businesses that hunters annually patronized experienced the same situation, and 
they also identified strong opposition from hunters for changing the opener. 
Comments like I have never heard so much anger over a new change, and what a 
mess they made came from these business owners. This survey included 
Pennsylvania's largest private owned gun sales store Grice's Gun Shop, down to 
small stores like Paul's Trading post in Kane Pennsylvania. Collective losses from 
these 10 sample businesses that weekend exceeded $360,000. I tried to 
encompass a broad scope of business sizes in this survey. I also included to you 
the letter from Senator Scott Hutchinson to the Garne Commission, identifying 
the same extreme sales losses in his district. "These small businesses already 
have a tough time competing, and I am afraid that this could be the straw that 
breaks the camel's back and they may be forced to shut their doors. In addition, 
I know of two local volunteer fire departments whose large weekend 
fundraising raffles were hit hard by the change-up of opening day". I implore 
you to read the senator's letter. The economic impact of changing the deer 
opener was crystal clear to those of us understanding hunter patronage of 
business throughout this weekend. The Pennsylvania Game Commission BOC did 
no research nor even mention this critical aspect in their decision making. To this 
day there is no concern or recognition of this circumstance. In fact, they are 
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proposing putting a Sunday following this Saturday which will further hurt these 
businesses impacted from hunter patronage. 

Recently, in a February 3rd York Dispatch article, PGC Commissioner Charlie Fox 
(now board president) during the commission meeting, read correspondence 
from several businesses saying the Saturday opener was the most profitable they 
have had, ..... interesting. My testimony from these ten businesses, of which each 
board member was sent copies of, were identified as "claims". Legislators once 
again, the PGC dismissing letters from business owners offering to open their 
books to substantiate their losses are not claims, they are facts. May I appeal to 
your common sense reasoning. Would guiding over half a million hunters away 
from their families and into the woods on this Saturday, Small Business 
Saturday none the less, stimulate business patronage or reduce it? Of course, 
maybe these hunters were shopping from the woods with their cell phones. You 
can see the contemptuous dismissal toward me and the facts presented 
surrounding this issue. This overlooked economic oversight by the agency seems 
to have struck a nerve. 

The windfall of sales, from hunter impulse buying or otherwise, that came in 
this weekend, particularly in small rural businesses, helps carry them thru the 
winter until spring and trout season when camp owners and fishermen come out 
of hibernation. Camp and seasonal home communities are mostly ghost towns in 
this period, but business operating costs remain alive, this lost revenue is gone 
and does not come back. Why all this emphasis to bring in some college student 
license sales, and inconvenience countless Pennsylvania hunters now needing to 
juggle family-member Thanksgiving visit scenarios, and killing needed time for 
travel, preparation and tradition for approximately 200,000 camp hunters and 
hunters statewide for that matter. The Saturday opener inflicted millions of 
dollars of losses in rural areas to businesses already stretched thin. Saturday 
opener opposition stands strong statewide, but I cannot stress strongly enough, 
just the stimulus our camp culture brings year-round to a large portion of the 
state's rural economy thru taxes, utilities, maintenance, in and around these small 
rural towns. The Saturday opener will be the last nail in the coffin to some 
businesses, and damaging to our still popular Pennsylvania camp tradition. This 
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aspect would be one of the major circumstances revealed if a regulatory impact 
analysis would have been done. 

A recent Game Commission press release was titled 11License Sales Up After Deer 
Opener "this claim is misleading at best, intentionally misleading at worst. Let me 
explain ... Annual license sales are a fluctuating entity. Why a hunter chooses to 
buy a hunting license or decides to lapse is mostly unpredictable and influenced 
by many factors annually. Please keep this mercurial license sales aspect in mind 
as I move forward. 

When multiple variables are introduced into hunting seasons, it becomes difficult 
if not impossible to claim any single variable's impact, or the degree of impact on 
license sales. Also, from 2008 to 2018 hunting license sales increased 5 of these 
11 years (45%) and it likely would be impossible to identify why. 

This past year, the following changes (variables) were introduced to 
Pennsylvania hunting and trapping seasons: 
1) Extending late archery and flintlock deer seasons by more than a week. 
2) Creating a new October muzzle-loader 7-day bear season that included two 
Saturdays. 
3) A new 12-day statewide archery bear season 
4) A new 3-day special firearms season including one Saturday for junior and 
senior license holders and certain disabled person permit holders. 
5) Extended bear season,. expanded to encompass the entire first week of rifle 
deer including 2 Saturdays in 12 management units and expanded to 2 weeks 
including 3 Saturdays in 4 separate units. 
6) A new September elk archery season 
7) A new January antlerless elk season 
(and seven other lesser changes) 
8) Bobcat hunting and trapping seasons were expanded to Unit 48 
9) Fisher trapping season was expanded to Unit 4A 



10) The season limit on beavers has been doubled from 20 to 40 in Units 2A, 28) 
11) 12 to 17-year olds now permitted to participate in the mentor youth and adult 
program respectively 
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12) Leashed tracking dog use now identified in the digest for the first year. 
13) Dove field expansion on game lands 
14) Pheasant stockings increased 

There was a huge interest and .results from some of these changes, likely none 
were influenced by the Saturday opener. The 3 new bear seasons were very 
popular and a huge success and yielded the largest bear harvest in Pennsylvania 
history! When you combine that aspect with all the season changes likely 
impacting license sales, combined with truthfully analyzing license sales 
categories, there is no possible way to trumpet the Saturday opener other than 
just a minor factor. But the PGC, and some outdoor writers must need something 
to write about other than the facts. Remember the mercurial or incidental aspect 
of license sales increasing, happened 5 of the last 11 years from no significant 
season changes at all. 2013 saw a much larger increase of 4 Yi times the barely 
negligible .4% increase of this year. 

Here are license categories that significantly increased unrelated to the 
Saturday opener: 
1) Resident and Non-res Bear licenses increased by a whopping 27,174 
2) Resident and Non-res. Muzzle loader licenses increased by 5,182 
3) Resident and Non-res. Archery licenses increased by 6,022 

The new archery elk licenses (by application only) brought in 16, 622 applications. 
Once again, an enticement to buy a license or continue to buy a license that did 
not exist the previous year. 

Adult and junior Pheasant permit sales were up 3,551 over last year. Additional 
pheasant stockings likely influenced this uptake, and again likely influenced 
general license sales by residents and non-residents along the Maryland border. 

There was an increase of resident senior lifetime combination renewals of 3,936 
-this is more licenses than the total increases this year, and among a group of 



hunters certainly less sensitive to when the opener falls (but I'll bet very sensitive 
to having both bear and deer open together in many management units!) 
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The resulting license sales from targeted groups from the Saturday opener are 
indistinguishable compared to the damages to the sport, family, and our rural economy. 
License sales are trending downward nationally for years, and If I am not mistaken the 
PGC identifies that we have declined slower than the national average. Targeting a 
small group of college students, which the commissioners seemed to favor, pales in 
contrast to negatives of changing the opening day weekend structure. Again, the 
evidence bears out this board decision must not stand. 

Here are the 2019 license sales categories that validate the Saturday opener 
change did not stimulate significant youth or young hunter interest. 

All 4 junior license sales categories, resident and non-resident combined dropped by 
2,613 licenses. 

The only younger hunter increase, which was anticipated, was in the 18 to 21-year-old 
hunters, but they only increased by only 1,067 licenses which is less than .2% of the 
total license sales. 

The 22 to 34 age group increased by only 12 licenses yes 12! 

Resident adult sales declined by 4,292 licenses 

Legislators, if a cost/benefit analysis was done of the Saturday opener proposal 
prior or post implementation it holds no water. The agency jumped over dollars 
to pick up a few pennies, and to influence the Sunday hunting bill, it was a good 
"Segway" I believe was the term commissioners used. 

Undeniably millions of dollars of revenue across large areas of our state were 
gone or displaced. Thousands of small to medium businesses need this repaired. 
The PGC cannot even 100% solidly identify what portion of the paltry license sales 
increase came from the Saturday opener. The Saturday opener contributed a 
very small license sales increase to a specific group, but at what cost? The Game 
Commission identified this change as purely a social one, not linked any way to 



science, biology or their deer management program. If ever there was a scenario 
that a Game and Fish Committee would be justified stepping in to guide this 
agency for the benefit of our state, our hunters, businesses and residents, the 
evidence proves restoring the Monday opener would be it. Spot surveys are 
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varying and arbitrary, I can present Facebook surveys and recent written petitions 
from last week's Harrisburg sport show that still reveal strong opposition to the 
Saturday opener as high as 5 to 1. Likely there are surveys out there that may 
show some support, but we now must again recognize these as the pennies and 
let's get back to the dollars. 

We lost a popular day of small game and turkey hunting. 

Most schools still give off to accommodate for the first day of deer season, can we 
remember being that young and how much that meant to us, it would be a shame 
to lose it. When you consider everything in this testimony, there is far too much 
at stake. We can reverse this short-sighted damaging decision with a 
compromise. Restore the Monday opening day, changing it was never sought
after by hunters anyway and the end results now do not support its 
continuance. A wonderful compromise would be using one of the newly 
approved Sundays after the traditional first Saturday that next weekend, 
creating a 13-day run of rifle deer season. If the Pennsylvania Board of 
Commissioners are not responsive to facts revealed in this testimony today, and 
do not restore the Monday opener, there is a strong validated need for 
Representative Bud Cook's legislated Monday opener. 

The Pennsylvania Game Commission is prophetic they always follow the science. 
But they ignored staff survey science, hunter opinion, hunter contacts to the 
agency, policy guidelines, and even the sentiments expressed from both chairmen 
of this committee last spring. The agency now spins license sales making it appear 
the Saturday opener was a stand-alone success. This agency is taking advantage 
of perception being realit and clouding the facts to support the Saturday opener. 

Thank you and I welcome any questions regarding this subject. 

Randy Santucci 
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